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On the coupling between the meridional overturning circulation,
alongshore wind stress, and United States coastal sea level
Chris Little & Christopher Piecuch (Atmospheric and Environmental Research)
By the late 21st century, climate models project enhanced dynamic sea level
(DSL) rise along the western boundary of the North Atlantic that is associated with a
decline in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). However, many studies – both observation and model-based – have argued that changes in DSL over the last
few decades are driven primarily by local alongshore winds. These seemingly contradictory explanations have led to conflicting interpretations of historical sea level variability, even as recent work has begun to utilize DSL gradients derived from tide gauges as
a proxy of AMOC strength. The lack of clarity also clouds the assessment of climate model
reliability, which is particularly important given large, but highly uncertain, projections
of 21st century regional DSL rise.
Here, we analyze the coupling between local winds, AMOC strength, and DSL in 40
simulations performed using the Community Earth System Model Large Ensemble (CESMLE) over the 1920-2100 period. We first demonstrate that, although the phasing of multidecadal AMOC variability can vary quite widely due to atmospheric initial conditions,
DSL variability evident in detrended annual Northeast US tide gauge records is well-represented
in CESM-LE. We then partition DSL variability into alongshore wind and AMOC-coupled,
and internal and externally-forced, components.
We find a “crossover timescale” of approximately 5-15 years partitioning a local winddriven coastal sea level regime from a basin-scale, overturning-related regime. Processes
unrelated to either AMOC strength and local winds introduce noise at interannual to
decadal timescales. As the climate system transitions to an externally forced state, DSL
variability associated with the overturning circulation becomes dominant. While the largely
externally-forced, AMOC-coupled, component explains only 29±12% (ensemble mean±
ensemble standard deviation) of DSL variance over the 1920-2010 period, it explains 89±3%
of the variance in the 2011-2100 period. We discuss the implications of these results on
the reliability of climate model projections of regional DSL, the use of coastal sea level
data as a proxy for AMOC, and the origins of multidecadal variability in coastal sea level.
Abstract.

1. Introduction
Future sea level rise will not be spatially uniform [e.g.
Church et al., 2013; Kopp et al., 2015]. By the late 21st
century, climate models project enhanced dynamic sea level
(DSL; the sea surface height relative to the geoid) rise along
the western boundary of the North Atlantic, resulting in
a dramatic increase in coastal flood risk in the Northeast
U.S [e.g. Kopp et al., 2014; Sweet and Park , 2014]. These
increases in DSL have been related, often via geostrophic
balance, to a decline in the Atlantic meridional overturning
circulation (AMOC) [e.g. Levermann et al., 2005; Landerer
et al., 2007a; Yin et al., 2009; Little et al., 2015].
Secular trends in AMOC and DSL of the magnitude projected by climate models over the 21st century have not
been observed to date, although several analyses have interpreted recent accelerations and extremes in tide gauge sea
level records along the northeastern United States in terms
of contemporaneous changes in AMOC [e.g. Yin and Goddard , 2013; Kopp, 2013; Goddard et al., 2015; Ezer , 2015].

is possible, however, that this apparent conflict arises from
the fact that di↵erent observational findings and model results apply to distinct time periods and frequency bands.
For example, while Woodworth et al. [2014] show that annual sea level changes along the northeast American Atlantic
coast during 1950-2009 mostly resulted from high-frequency
(i.e., interannual and decadal) wind forcing, they do find a
weak underlying relationship at low frequencies between sea
level and the overturning circulation.
The presence of other sources of DSL variability clouds
the relationship between AMOC and DSL, which is especially relevant given the use of sea level gradients as a
proxy for the large scale ocean circulation [e.g. Bingham and
Hughes, 2009; Ezer , 2015; Frajka-Williams, 2015; McCarthy
et al., 2015]. Model results (with some temporal smoothing) have been used to justify the use of zonal Bingham and
Hughes [2009]; Levermann et al. [2005] and alongshore gradients McCarthy et al. [2015] as proxies of meridional transport, but to date, deviations from a constant scaling, and
any timescale-dependence in the AMOC-DSL relationship,

